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ABSTRACT
Search engines are used to find information about specific brands or products. Consumers
consider information they find online before completing a purchase, while the majority of people
also look up information on products they plan to buy in-store. The moment a consumer goes
online to search and evaluate information before purchasing a product or service is called The Zero
Moment of Truth (ZMOT).
The purpose of this study is to emphasize the importance of the ZMOT, and the relevance
of the information customers find online during this moment for their final purchase decision. The
methodology adopted for this dissertation was quantitative and descriptive. In order to collect
relevant data, a survey involving 152 respondents residing in Ireland was conducted. Key findings
from this study suggest that users are less likely to buy products for which they can find little or
no information online, and thus highlight the importance of online information for the consumer’s
decision-making process.
Keywords: Zero Moment of Truth, consumer behaviour, customer journey, decision-making,
online reputation, electronic word of mouth.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Using web search to find information through search engines, portals and even shopping
robots is an activity that continuously increased among consumers (Solomon, 2013). In past
experiences working both with social media and reviews management, the researcher could
observe that Small and Medium-sized Enterprises (SMEs) tend to be less attentive to their online
perceived reputation than big companies. Studies have shown that small companies still seem to
have a lack of understanding of the importance of online presence (Duggan, 2016) and how
reputation can impact the buyer decision (Ipsos, 2017). And despite the adoption of web
information management such as resolving consumers’ complaints or putting effort to attract new
customers, by both marketers and smaller companies, there is minimal understanding of the
concept of ‘webcare1’ and how to measure it from a customer-centric perspective (Sreejesh, Paul
and Unnithan, 2020). Which may be harmful especially to SMEs when not effectively managing
the business’ information can – or cannot – be found online (Duggan, 2016). That lack of
understanding of the importance of well-managed information available online, and how that can
impact the buyer decision, turns out to be the main problem the researcher wants to resolve with
this research as well as it is the reason for the existence of this empirical study. We consider this
as being something important to look at especially during and in the post-pandemic scenario, as
SMEs effort to actively communicate with others, including by the use of social networks and by
performing online activities may reflect on business’ financial performance in a positive manner
(Adam and Alarifi, 2021), and some of these new consumers habits will remain after the pandemic
(Bartik et al., 2020).

1

Resolving customers’ complaints as well as attracting new customers by using an online platform can be referred
to as webcare. (Sreejesh, Paul and Unnithan, 2020).
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To enhance the understanding not only on the necessity of managing SMEs online
reputation but also on the importance of the Zero Moment of Truth to the contemporary customer
behaviour, both for in-store and online purchases, this study will go through a number of authors
and previous studies that will be able to enlighten the path from past consumer behaviour traits to
how people now behave online during the customer journey as well as the decision-making
process, adding updated information on how it changed in the past few years with the Internet
advent and connected devices becoming utterly essential to our daily lives activities (Saffo, cited
in Anderson and Rainie, 2018).
As it is possible to observe, bigger enterprises will most likely have a specific team
dedicated to answering and following up with online reviews, comments, interactions, and other
user-generated content, as well as their online presence in general. Meanwhile, small companies
are likely to have issues with time, knowledge, or resources in regard to better managing their
online reputation (Hulinder and Sahyzadeh, 2021). They seem likely to count on staff members
outsourced from other sectors to look after their online brand image, sometimes relying on a copyand-paste system for answering queries – since these employees may not belong to a high
management role, which therefore results in less power to respond to individual situations that may
arise (Carlzon, 1987). A survey applied to 529 small businesses from the U.S and published by
The Manifest (Cox, 2019) found that the majority of small businesses understand the importance
of replying back to online reviews but, still, they do not actively promote their business to build
strong online reputation. In an interview to The Manifest (Cox, 2019), Anthony Will – CEO of
Reputation Resolutions – affirms that potential customers are more likely to buy from a certain
company after seeing a negative business review being addressed effectively, “because it shows
they care about their customers' feedback” and are committed to customer service while also
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concerned about resolving the issue. In the same way, positive reviews should be also looked after
as it is a chance to build rapport with clients and highlight the business successes to new customers.
Yet, 60% of small businesses that responded to the survey declared they do not encourage satisfied
customers to share their feedback online (Cox, 2019).
To be able and better understand the current online behaviour, it is important to first learn
how it happens from a psychological point of view. Mary Aiken (2016) – expert Cyberpsychologist
who is also known for being a member of the INTERPOL Global Cybercrime Expert Group –
declares that technology has always affected and shaped the human behaviour, but the greater
influence happened with the advent of the Internet. Aiken still mentions that it is possible to
observe that something within cyberspace provokes humans to be more adventurous, and reiterates
that although many people deny that they have entered a new ‘space’ when they go online, one’s
environment profoundly impacts one’s behaviour – regardless of this environment being physical
or virtual, as the impacts can be as strong and decisions made during an online experience will
much likely have an impact on real life. To clarify these statements in the context of this research,
think of it this way: when a person virtually buys a product on the Internet, that product is
physically delivered to their address in a few days after completing the purchase, which is a perfect
example of a decision made online that has impacted the real life.
When looking closely at the psychological traits behind human behaviour to better
understand the moment we currently living in – especially regarding online buying habits –, the
decision-making process is also an extremely important part of this study in consumer behaviour.
Not only to bring awareness of how the human mind works when making decisions, but more
specifically to understand what it is possible to learn concerning purchasing decisions that will be
of use to the study’s field. Dated back from 1910, a definition provided by John Dewey divides
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the decision process into five stages, those being Problem Recognition, Information Search,
Alternative Evaluation, Choice, and Outcomes (Dewey, 1910). Initially developed to better
understand human behaviour in a general, this five-stage concept has been adapted to and widely
accepted as a consumer behaviour model in marketing studies and actions. Apart from this, it is
also possible to observe that the model provided by Dewey can be easily linked to other authors
such as Philip Kotler, Kartajaya, and Setiawan. (2016), who developed the 5 A’s Customer Journey
framework, composed of another five steps: Aware, Appeal, Ask, Act and Advocate. The authors
(Kotler, Kartajaya, and Setiawan, 2016) argue that things changed in customer behaviour when
humanity transitioned from the pre-connectivity era to the connectivity era and exemplifies that
back then a customer would be individually responsible for determining their attitude toward a
brand, defining whether they like it or not, for instance. Now, “the initial appeal of a brand is
influenced by the community surrounding that customer” (Kotler, Kartajaya, and Setiawan, 2016,
pp.61), while in the pre-connectivity era loyalty meant retention and repurchase, now it means the
willingness to advocate a brand. Moreover, in this connectivity era customers will not be afraid to
connect with one another to build ask-and-advocate relationships, aiming at understanding brands
to decide if they trust them or not (Kotler, Kartajaya, and Setiawan, 2016).
Still according to Kotler, Kartajaya, and Setiawan (2016), in recent years connectivity have
allowed customers to express and share opinions that others may listen to. That is what changes
the users’ mindset to admit that online advice – even when from strangers – might be much
credible, sometimes even surpassing the credibility of recommendations from celebrities. For that
reason, online reviews management is also necessary for the analysis proposed as in accordance
with a study provided by the researcher De Maeyer (2012), consumers-generated reviews tend to
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be viewed with more relevance than information provided directly by the manufacturers, while it
also promotes a boost in sales and post‐purchase satisfaction.
In the same way, there is something that results from the spread of positive or negative
reviews: Word of Mouth – or in the context of this study, the Electronic Word of Mouth, or simply
eWOM –. These are consumers’ positive or negative statements made available for other people
and institutions over the Internet (Hennig-Thurau. et al., 2004). According to Hoyer and MacInnis
(2018), WOM is so highly credible that it has the power to shape companies’ reputations. And
reputation itself will become an important proxy for an evaluation that is more detailed (Bharadwaj
et al., cited in Williams, Biggemenn and Buttle, 2012). And studies prove it to be: according to a
survey employed by Pew Research Center in 2016, 40% of Americans confirm that they will very
regularly look up online reviews before buying a new product or service, and a new survey has
shown that the percentage jumped to 93% last year (Pew Research Center, 2020). Although social
media channels are not the focus of this research, it is declaredly also a very important part of
today’s online reputation as it allows a “transparent communication from the business to the
consumer with the use of public comments, messages, likes, and posts” (Itliong, 2020, pp.11).
As the Irish market is the focus of this study, it is important to dive into existing data to
better understand the digital behaviour in Ireland. Based on a report from January 2021 provided
by We Are Social & Hootsuite and published by Data Reportal (Kemp, 2021), the number of
internet users in Northern Europe equals 96% of the population in this region. In what regards the
global eCommerce activity, the report shows that 81.5% of Internet users aged from 16 to 64 years
old searched online for a product or service to buy; in Ireland only, for the same group setting, that
number increases to 87.9%, where 88.8% also visited an online store and 78.4% purchased a
product online. When reporting primary channels for brand research, in Ireland 58.8% of users use
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search engines while 48.5% refer to consumer reviews and 37.3% brand websites, while social
networks represent 33.4%. Regarding sources of new brand discovery in Ireland, word-of-mouth
recommendations come with 39.4% of users and search engines, 36.3%. When dividing
eCommerce purchases by age groups in Ireland, adults aged between 25-34, 35-44 and 45-54 years
will have the highest percentages of buyers, each group being over 81% of those who completed
a product purchase online earlier this year.
All the previously mentioned information and resources will serve to back up the most
recent concept of Zero Moment of Truth, or ZMOT, which is referred to as the moment when
customers go online and search for information on a product or service prior to completing a
purchase (Lecinski, 2011). The nomenclature was coined by Google in 2011, and later in 2015
Google additionally published a survey result with important statistics about online consumer
behaviour, especially on mobile devices, that revealed that: 1) 90% of smartphone users are not
certain of the brand they want to buy from when they start looking up information online. 2) 1/3
of smartphone users has already purchased from a brand other than the one they intended to,
because of information provided at the moment they needed it. 3) More than 50% of smartphone
users have discovered a new company or product when searching or comparing a product online
(Google Inc, 2015).

1.1 Relevance of the research
Numerical data – such as the presented in the previous section – has the power to enable a
better visualisation of what really matters to the Internet users and shoppers. That together with
backdated explanations of customer behaviour and the more recent Google’s ZMOT concept from
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2011, the academic contribution of this research is given by highlighting the importance of the
Zero Moment of Truth. Not only that, but it also aims on bringing awareness to both academics
and SMEs on the importance of managing not only the online presence, but also the company’s
perceived reputation. Also focused on customer-generated content in the online environment and
the necessity of keeping track and following up both positive and negative reviews, this study uses
ZMOT as reference to better understand the current consumer behaviour.
Although the digital marketing field counts on many previous studies on topics such as
online reputation, electronic word of mouth (eWOM), reviews management for service sectors and
so forth, to the best of the researcher’s knowledge there were no tracked records of a study that
was conducted by using the Zero Moment of Truth as the main basis to understand the current
customer behaviour – especially for product purchase. Furthermore, studies that showed some
similarity with the present research did not focus solely on the customer journey for the Irish
market, specifically.
According to Google and Ipsos Media CT (2015), 69% of online customers agree that the
quality, timing, or relevance of a company's message influences their perception of a brand. With
such information, the researcher intends to clarify how SMEs can benefit from well managed
online presence, by growing a list of loyal and advocate customers. By linking the reviewed
literature with the findings presented by the present study, this research will highlight how online
information impact consumers’ final decision. In order to achieve the objectives outlined
previously in this section, data will be collected quantitatively, through a survey applied to a
population sample of 152 online consumers, Irish residents, from different age groups divided into
three specific generations (GenX, GenY and GenZ).
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1.2 Research questions and objectives
Based on all the aforementioned information, the researcher will work to answer the main
research question: ‘to what extent do consumers consider brands’ information available online
during the ZMOT?’. As to provide an insightful analysis, a list of five objectives were put together
and in order to achieve each of them, a set of sub-questions was also developed. The research
questions and objectives can be seen as follows:
RQ1. How important is the Zero Moment of Truth for Ireland resident consumers to
evaluate their final purchasing decision?
RO1. To understand the Zero Moment of Truth and its importance on the current
customer online behaviour regarding the final purchasing decision.

RQ2. How much will Ireland resident consumers consider using search engine to
gather information prior to buying a product?
RO2. To investigate to what extent a brand’s information available for search through
search engines influence the buyer final decision.

RQ3. What is the importance degree of brands' online reputation and reviews for the
purchasing decision of Ireland resident consumers?
RO3. To investigate the importance of online reputation and customer-generated
content on the consumer final decision.
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RQ4. To what extent does information available online impact the in-store
purchasing decision of Ireland resident consumers?
RO4. To investigate the impact of information available online for in-store purchase
decision.

RQ5. How will generations X, Y and Z differ from each other regarding online
behaviour during the ZMOT?
RO5. To investigate how generations’ behaviour will differ from one another during
the ZMOT.
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2. LITERATURE REVIEW
2.1 Introduction
In order to provide a reliable and insightful understanding of the most recent online
customer behaviour traits, in this section an outline and review of previous studies and their
findings is presented. The present study aims at exploring the current consumer behaviour,
especially focused on the online sphere. To promote a better understanding of the topic, this
literature review section has been divided into parts. The first and second parts of the literature
will be focused on reflecting previous studies on human behaviour, where the first one covers the
concept of decision-making whilst the second one is focused on the influence of cyberspace on
human behaviour; for the third part, consumer behaviour traits in the valent moment will be
presented, also bringing valuable data about shoppers’ behavioural differences between
generations; on part four there will be a revision of the customer journey mapping, while the fifth
part will look into the online reputation and electronic word of mouth (eWOM) definition and
previously recorded impact. And to conclude this literature review, the final part will be focused
on a detailed explanation of Zero Moment of Truth.
By following an approach that allowed the research to link one concept to another – from
backdated frameworks to most recent data –, it was possible to look closely at different concepts
and disciplines to enhance a better understanding of the current online consumer behaviour,
including from a psychologic perspective. Therefore, this literature review and all authors cited
played a pivotal role for the research to develop insightfully and reliably apropos helping the
researcher to identify different approaches used in past similar studies, which was crucial to
determine the methodology that would best suit the present project. Nevertheless, all these
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significant highlights this study’s purpose and significance for both the digital marketing working
field as well as other researchers.

2.2 The decision-making process
It was observed that decisions are deliberately dependent and provisional, and relies on
other sources of information (Roy, 2016). Back in 1910, when the philosopher and professor John
Dewey published his book How We Think, little did he know the impact the concepts presented in
this book would have on contemporary society and although he was writing about human
behaviour in an educative atmosphere, even in recent years marketers and researchers still make
use of the same model that became known as the buyer decision process. Although this decisionmaking model might sound old-fashioned, it is still in place as it represents a psychological way
in which the human brain works when going through the process of making a decision, in general,
not only related to purchasing. But of course, with the advent of the Internet, for example,
behavioural changes happened and seems to still be a work in progress. Especially for the younger
generations, as youngsters induce marketing professionals and retailers to tear up much of the
knowledge on how shoppers get to a final decision (Solomon, 2018). As to exemplify, previous
research showed that whilst Generation X are confident in making their buying decision based on
personal research and insights, Millennials will look for advice from peers and loved ones to help
evaluate their choice (IBM, 2015).
Although much has changed in recent years concerning consumer behaviour (Solomon,
2018), the logical step-by-step process stayed the same, suffering only adaptations followed by
innovative technologies. The framework developed by John in 1910 sets five stages for the
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decision-making process in the human mind, resulting in a more recent definition provided by
Solomon et al. (2013):
-

Stage 1: PROBLEM RECOGNITION

This is when the individual usually first recognizes a problem, or a need, that requires a solution.
For the decision-making process in the customer journey, that could mean a customer who is
feeling unwell with a headache for example. The problem, in this case, is the headache.
-

Stage 2: INFORMATION SEARCH

At this stage, the individual starts to look for reasonable information on what could help them to
decide and solve their problem. In the case of a headache as exemplified before, in this stage the
customer would be looking for information on headache medicine.
-

Stage 3: EVALUATION OF OPTIONS

After finding a few or many different options that offer a solution, it is time to evaluate alternatives
checking for qualifications, efficacy, cost-benefit and so forth, for instance. In the example of a
headache, this stage could mean looking for an effective medicine that acts quickly.
-

Stage 4: PRODUCT CHOICE

Past the evaluation process, it is time to decide and acquire the product. At this stage, customers
will stop looking for alternatives and complete the purchase of a chosen product. Dewey (1910)
explains that the formed judgment is a decision, which happens when a question at issue is closed
or concluded. As in the example aforementioned, the person now found the headache medicine
that offers the best benefits according to what they value the most in that type of product and had
now bought a box of tablets.
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-

Stage 5: POST-PURCHASE EVALUATION

This final stage is the experience stage that comes right after completing the purchase. After going
through all the previous four stages and deciding on buying a specific product, customers will
evaluate if that was weather a good or bad choice and complete the decision-making process
(Solomon, no date). For the example being used here, in this stage the customer will be weighting
the experience through questions such as: ‘was the headache medicine effective? Did it deliver all
promised? Was it too expensive for what it delivers? Did it respond to the product expectations?
Would I buy it again or recommend it?’ and so forth.
Other authors, until the most up to date published works, keep on following the same ideals
firstly introduced by Dewey, adding up to it accordingly. However, Solomon et al. (2013, pp. 149)
argue that there is a difference between extended problem solving and habitual decision-making
where “habitual decision making, such as deciding to purchase a box of cereal, and […] extended
problem solving, such as deciding to purchase a new car” are influenced by two factors that
regularly define the type of decision-making process: involvement and perceived risk. Important
and high-risk decisions will require more effort and evaluation, while in habitual decisions
consumers will make little or no conscious effort, being less likely to perform a deep search for
information and compare alternatives (Solomon, 2013).
Lappeman et al. (2021) present a rich explanation on how the decision-making model
works adapted to the marketing field, being highly applicable to the current online consumer
behaviour, reminding that even though decision-making is part of many disciplines, “consumer
marketing is fundamentally underpinned by consumer behaviour and their decision-making
processes” (Lappeman et al., 2021, pp.153). The authors also reinforce that, especially when the
customer is going through the problem recognition, in today's information age they will be
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reproducing a behaviour defined by Google Inc (2015) as 'Micro-moments2', which represents the
moment individuals turn to their device to “learn something, do something, discover something,
watch something or buy something” (Ramaswamy, 2015, pp.2). Still at Stage 1, when going
through the Micro-moment, customers’ preferences are shaped quickly and these micro-moments
play a significant role throughout all stages of the decision-making process (Lappeman et al.,
2021).

2.3 Cyberpsychology – human behaviour online
To keep on understanding human behaviour as it reaches the online environment
touchpoint, it is necessary to dive into an understanding about its psychological background. For
such, there is a sub-field of psychology called Cyberpsychology, which is defined by “the study
of the impact of technologies on human behaviour” (Aiken, 2016, pp.2). Member of the
INTERPOL Global Cybercrime Expert Group and an Academic Advisor to Europol's European
Cybercrime Centre, Mary Aiken is a specialist in Cyberpsychology and explains in her book The
Cyber Effect how people’s online behaviour has been shaped over the years through the rapid
introduction and disruption of innovative technologies to people’s daily life, such as the Internet,
directly impacting the way people communicate, work, shop, socialize and do almost everything
else.
As professor Aiken keeps on explaining in her book, in psychology there is an accepted
fact that intermittent reinforcement represents more effectiveness at motivating people than

2

Micro-moments are referred to as the moments people turn to a device to learn something, do something,
discover something, watch something, or buy something. (Ramaswamy, 2015).
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continuous rewards, which means an individual is more likely to continue doing something for a
reward only if it happens randomly as opposed to continually. And as she states that when
behaviours are rewarded with pleasure, people get more likely to repeat them (Aiken, 2016), which
justifies the effectiveness of offering customers a random reward in exchange for a ‘favour’, for
example – that quite common activity in digital marketing: write a review, get a discount.
But that is not all psychology has to add up to digital marketing. Another functional
example of human behaviour reflected on the human online behaviour is the necessity of seeking
– just as cave people from remote times would hunt for survival. According to Aiken, seeking is a
stimulating activity that encourages foraging, exploration, investigation, curiosity, craving, and
expectancy, meaning a shot of dopamine will hit the human brain every time they explore an
environment. Searching online is also part of this behaviour, adapted to the online world, and it
will reward the human brain in different ways. Finding useful, clear, and effective information is
one of them.

2.4 Consumer behaviour – generations X, Y and Z overview
By definition, consumer behaviour is the study of processes that individuals or groups use,
select, purchase, or dispose of products – which also applies to services, ideas, or experiences – to
satisfy needs and desires, and as society evolves from mass culture, technology made customers
develop an ‘always-on’ behaviour where they are always available to buy something (Solomon,
2020). Many aspects may impact consumers behaviour, those being demographics, income,
cultural background and so forth. As this research will also investigate the behaviour as per age
groups, specifically in the online environment – ignoring all other possible variants as behaviour
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changing factors – it is important to highlight that it is accepted that younger people will behave
differently from older people, and they will also have different preferences (Lappeman et al.,
2021). That is because they have diverse needs (Solomon, 2020). And in recent times, because of
technological disruptors such as the Internet, consumers are more likely to shape opinions, needs,
desires and behaviour on eWOM from all around the world (Solomon, 2020).
One of the factors that can also influence on the consumer behaviour, as mentioned before,
are demographics. And one of interest of this study is the age, more specifically divided into
different generations: X, Y and Z. According to Collins English Dictionary (no date), ‘generation’
is defined as a group of people that shares a similar age, especially when considered to having a
similar pattern of experiences or attitudes. Beresford Research (no date) notes that when defining
age range by generation, dates may overlap, and names may vary from one source to another.
In accordance with the definition provided by Beresford Research (no date), the generations
of interest for this study will be defined in the following way: Generation X (GenX) have their
birth years between 1965 and 1980 and are currently aged between 41and 56 years old; Generation
Y (GenY), also commonly referred to as Millennials, accounts people born between 1981 and
1996, who are currently aged between 25 and 40 years old; and Generation Z (GenZ) corresponds
to people born between 1997 and 2012, who are now aged between 9 and 24 years old. Going back
to the definitions provided by Collings English Dictionary (no date), GenX are seen as a generation
of highly educated and underemployed people, who commonly reject consumer culture; GenY are
seen as being discerning consumers with a high disposable income; and GenZ, whose are seen as
confident users of new technology (Collins English Dictionary, no date).
A study (Sue, 2014) has shown that both Baby Boomers – born between 1946 and 1964,
however of not much relevance for the present study – and Generation Y are very comfortable
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with online browsing, researching, and shopping, but the Millennials (GenY) are the ones the
represent the higher rate of people who will visit retail mobile sites (69%), whilst only 39% of
Boomers will do the same. In the same way, 35% of Millennials will search for information on a
product while in-store and only 15% of Boomers will conduct the same type of search when
already in-store. Results also showed that for majority of the Millennials (82%) word-of-mouth is
the most important at influencing their purchase decisions, with 52% of Boomers agreeing to it as
well. (Sue, 2014).
On the other hand, another survey (IBM, 2018) applied to people who belong to Generation
Z showed that 49% of respondents think that the most important thing for them when shopping
across channels is the ability to find what they want quickly. When asked what they typically use
their smartphone for when still in store, 52% of the participants answered that most of the time
they look up the product they intend to buy for price comparisons between stores, whilst 50%
declared that they look up the wanted product type to compare options before purchasing. Another
study (Oxford Economics, 2021) forecasts that in 2030 the consumer spending for Gen Z will
increase more than six-fold and reach $3.0 trillion from $467 billion in 2019.
In Ireland, a report by Data Reportal (Kemp, 2021) have shown that in 2020, 75% of people
from Generation Z purchased a product online; the number jumps to 86% when analysing
Generation Y; and for people belonging to Generation X, the number accounts for 81% of them.
Also important to mention, past studies such as Oxford Economics (2021) found that apart from
demographics – such as age or generations –, the online consumer behaviour can also suffer
environmental inference and, and currently, especially after people were to live respecting selfisolation regulations brought up by the COVID-19 pandemic, the importance of digital technology
has heightened due to social distancing (Oxford Economics, 2021).
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2.5 Customer journey
Customers regularly get into contact with information about many competing brands,
where some will not capture their attention and others are just not connected to ideas with which
they identify (Solomon, 2020). To better explain how it happens, Philip Kotler (et al., 2016)
presented the 5 A’s Customer Journey framework that shows five stages followed by consumers
in the connectivity era:
1) Aware – consumers are passively aware of a list of distinct brands and products.
2) Appeal – after filtering by likelihood or convenience, consumers select the brands that
attract them the most. The initial appeal could be influenced by the consumer
‘community’.
3) Ask – consumers collect information to evaluate that brand, sometimes asking
information about it to credible sources – friends, family, online searches and so forth.
4) Act – after evaluation, it is time to take the action and complete the purchase.
5) Advocate – not only do customers become loyal and likely to repurchase, but they are
also willing to advocate for that brand (Kotler, Kartajaya and Setiawan, 2016).
However, not always customers will follow step by step, from stage one to five, in sequence. They
might sometimes skip a step:
A customer might not be attracted to a brand at first, but a recommendation from a friend
drives the customer to eventually purchase the brand. It means that the customer skips
appeal and goes directly from aware to ask. On the other hand, it is also possible that some
customers skip ask and impulsively act solely based on the initial awareness and appeal
(Kotler, Kartajaya and Setiawan, 2016, pp.65).

Not only that, but there is also the possibility that consumers will experience the customer journey
in a spiral, sometimes going back to ask, finding a new brand, and therefore adding it to the
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awareness stage; or even finding a specific brand that sounds more appealing (Kotler, Kartajaya
and Setiawan, 2016). This characteristic is particularly important for the Zero Moment of Truth.

2.6 Online reputation and Electronic Word of Mouth (eWOM)
Word-of-mouth has a huge effect on the final purchase decision, and that happens because
many customers make their decisions based on the crowd as receiving advice from other users is
very convenient (Kotler, Kartajaya and Setiawan, 2016). Solomon (2020) argues that while
communicating with each other, our conversations are likely to be a freeway for product
information, and recommendations to use or avoid brands will be more impactful than
commercials and advertising in general. This is the so-called world-of-mouth (WOM), which
adapted to the online world became eWOM, an electronic version of word-of-mouth. In theory,
WOM and eWOM have plenty of similarities, but they also differ from each other on specific
aspects (Hulinder and Sahyzadeh, 2021). Whilst WOM usually happens between people who have
a certain degree of relationship in the offline world, eWOM happens via the Internet and is mostly
shared between individuals who have never met in person before (Lee and Youn, 2015). With
cyberspace providing users with a sense of anonymity (Aiken, 2016) and sometimes even allowing
them to hide their identity, Lee & Youn (2015) explain that eWOM will also allow users to share
information about their experience in relation to a brand or product, without necessarily revealing
their identity, therefore making them feel more comfortable about sharing their opinion online. A
few unique characteristics of eWOM are: it is usually in a written format; it is highly interactive;
it does not usually happen on a one-to-one basis, but on a one-to-many basis; it is more like a
monologue than a dialogue (Hulinder and Sahyzadeh, 2021).
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As there is high significance in identifying important components that may determine the
company’s reputation, studies have shown that it is possible to divide them into two categories:
rational and emotional. Within those two categories, some factors may help to increase or decrease
a company’s reputation (Wierzbinski and Potocki, 2013). These factors were presented by
Fombrun and Van Riel (cited in Wierzbinski and Potocki, 2013) as follows:
-

Emotional appeal

-

Products and Services

-

Vision and Leadership

-

Organizational Culture

-

Financial Performance

-

Corporate Social Responsibility

Each one of these will uniquely impact the consumer perception, and the perceived reputation will
be reflected and shaped by the consumer perception of the business performance on each one of
these components (Wierzbinski and Potocki, 2013).
There are many ways to improve online reputation, and one of them is through social media
management. Studies have shown that, while in the process of decision-making to complete a
product purchase, millennials are affected by information they gain from celebrities, social media
influencers, and other people they might know in real life regarding that product (Cooley and
Parks-Yancy, 2019). That happens because across multiple channels – both online and offline –,
customers are daily and continually exposed to a lot of information, and when they feel that
advertising messages are trying to fool them, “customers often ignore them and instead turn to
trustworthy sources of advice: their social circle of friends and family” (Kotler, Kartajaya and
Setiawan, 2016, pp.59). And as Solomon (2013) states, specifically when talking about younger
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consumers – who are also known for being ‘digital natives’ – they are able to connect to each other
in such ways that make eWOM spread even quicker and in a more powerful way than it ever
happened before.
Not only has social networks turned into powerful tools for businesses (Kotler, Kartajaya
and Setiawan, 2016), but it also became an important two-way communication channel as well as
a great thermometer to measure customer satisfaction and expectations, where “the data retrieved
from these large pools of user-generated content can allow for a deeper understanding of what the
target customer dislikes or wants to see more of” (Itliong, 2020, pp.11). In the connectivity era,
where users are also producers, the web allows customers to share opinions that other users might
listen to. Therefore, connectivity provides the perfect environment for customer advocacy (Kotler,
Kartajaya and Setiawan, 2016). For that reason, it is highly recommended that companies leverage
and encourage the power of customer connectivity and advocacy, since peer-to-peer conversation
is the most effective form of media (Kotler, Kartajaya and Setiawan, 2016).

2.7 The Zero Moment of Truth (ZMOT)
In the past few years, consumer behaviour and the decision-making process went through radical
changes as a result of the higher use of the Internet and globalization (Ertemel and Koksal, 2017).
Back in 2005, P&G decided to call ‘first moment of truth’ the period between three to seven
seconds when a person notices a product on a store shelf (Nelson and Ellison, 2005). Also called
‘stimuli’, this concept definition argued that a product purchase decision starts when the consumer
is first being exposed to a stimulus, going through the evaluation phase and finally get to the
decision-making point (Ertemel and Basci, 2015). For the 2000s, that was a highly valid concept
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that represented a shift in business, especially in the advertising and marketing field (Nelson and
Ellison, 2005).
Although ‘moments of truth’ was already a concept presented by Jan Carlzon (1987) in the
past, it has been always based on a customer-driven attitude but did not involve the digital world
back then. The Zero Moment of Truth came into existence years later, in 2011, and is a relatively
new concept completely focused on the customer online experience towards a purchase decision.
Before it was declared as a new concept, a traditional marketing mental model already existed and
was focused specifically on three critical moments: stimulus, shelf, and experience (Lecinski,
2011): 1) Stimulus: a person sees a TV ad for digital cameras; 2) Shelf: in their favourite electronics
store, this person sees a stand-up display ad for that same camera and decides to buy it; 3)
Experience: person gets home, and the camera does everything as promised on the ads. The
traditional 3-step mental model, also used by P&G to define the first moment of truth, is then
complete. However, after the advance of technology and more especially of the Internet and
eCommerce, this model became outdated. By observing the new buyer behaviours and by data
collection and analysis, Google Inc presented the definition of new moments of truth during the
purchase process, and one of them is the Zero Moment, also simply called ZMOT.
Zero Moment of Truth represents the second stage of the most current buying process. In
the book Winning the Zero Moment of Truth by Jim Lecinski (2011), the author calls the current
purchasing process ‘the new mental model’ and divides it into four steps: i) Stimulus; ii) Zero
Moment of Truth; iii) the First Moment of Truth; iv) the Second Moment of Truth. Stimulus, as
afore exemplified, can be explained as the moment when a potential customer gets in contact with
a specific ad that stimulates them to try a new product. After stimulated, the next step is now the
ZMOT, when the potential customer usually goes online to gather information about a specific
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brand or product. The next step is then the First Moment of Truth, when the consumer goes to the
shelf and have their first contact with the product (regardless of the shelf being a physical one instore or an eCommerce). The First Moment of Truth then leads to the Second Moment of Truth,
when the consumer will experience that product. The main difference between the traditional 3step mental model and the new mental model is exactly the ZMOT, which is now a particularly
important part of customer behaviour in relation to the purchasing process. Kim Kadlec (cited in
Lecinski, 2011), worldwide vice president at Johnson & Johnson, describes the new mental model
as an era of reciprocity where practitioners must engage consumers in a useful or helpful way that
will impact their lives positively, aiming at creating a meaningful rapport with them.
According to Dina Howell (cited in Lecinski, 2011, pp.7), Chief Executive Officer at
Saatchi & Saatchi X, at this moment consumers get to know much more information about a
product before they reach the shelf. That happens due to a high level of information available
online. Howell (cited in Lecinski, 2011, pp.7) notes: “they find incredible detail online, from every
possible source, about the brands and products that matter to them. They browse, dig, explore,
dream and master, and then they’re ready to buy with confidence”. She still argues that not only
consumers will gather and explore information to gain confidence about a brand, but also that what
they learn becomes something they share with others (Lecinski, 2011) – user-generated content
which will, eventually, be part of other consumers and users’ Zero Moment of Truth, as Lecinski
(2011, pp.20) declares that nowadays shoppers carry easy access to information in their pockets,
only by having a device connected to the internet where they create their own consumer guides for
products of all kinds, with reviews, tweets, blogs, social media posts and videos.
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2.8 Conclusion
In conclusion, it is possible to observe that the key insights from the literature review used
to base this study go in line with each other. There was an agreement found between Kotler (2016)
and Lecinski (2011), that the so-called sales funnel is not a funnel anymore; technology and new
online behaviours changed it into a non-sequential behaviour that allows shoppers to move back
and forth, as many times as they wish, through all evaluations until they make a final decision.
From the cyberpsychology perspective, Lecinski (2011) also goes in line with Aiken (2016) as one
of the reasons for why customers will search online: whilst Aiken (2016) cites professor Panksepp
explaining that from a biochemical point of view the level of dopamine that comes as a reward
when human beings go seeking and foraging – which was probably one of the reasons the humanity
was capable of adapting to new environments, keeping alive and fed –, Lecinski (2011) explains
that the more information available for shoppers online, the more they will seek for it, and this is
a self-perpetuating cycle. In addition, the aforementioned cross information, Lecinski (2011) also
talks about how technology changed the customer journey from a three-step model to ZMOT
becoming not only part of it but also a vital new addition to the new customer path also revised by
Solomon (2020). Knowing this, the present research intends to add value to the existing reviewed
literature by bringing a refreshed perspective on the current consumer behaviour in the online
world – especially during the Zero Moment of Truth –, to be able and answer questions that
originated from the analysis of this literature review.
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3. METHODOLOGY
3.1 Introduction
In this chapter, the research methods and methodology used to conduct the study will be
discussed, as well as the problem statement, research question and objectives, and the sample
population to which the survey was applied in order to reach results.
According to Saunders et al. (2019), quantitative research is more commonly associated
with a deductive approach, in which data is collected and analysed to test a theory, also examining
the relationships between variables. Those relationships may be measured numerically through
statistics and graphics techniques. In a quantitative research design, there are the mono method
quantitative study and multi-method quantitative study. The mono method, chosen for this study,
will use a single data collection technique and corresponding analytical procedure while the multimethod will use more than one quantitative data collection technique (Saunders et al., 2019). As
per Creswell (2014), quantitative research will proceed within a deductive model of fixed and set
research objectives, where the aim is to verify a theory as opposed to developing one (Creswell,
2014).

3.2 Research question
Acknowledging that research questions serve to narrow and focus the purpose of the study
(Creswell, 2014), after going through a detailed literature review, the researcher was able to
highlight the main research question. The most important question this study plans to answer is:
‘to what extent do consumers consider brands’ information available online during the ZMOT?’.
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Based on the explanations provided by Creswell (2014) and Saunders et al. (2019) on
research design, approach, and strategy, the researcher have decided to produce this study as
quantitative, deductive research, opting for a descriptive design where the primary data collection
happened in the form of a survey. The problem the researcher attempted to solve with this study
was companies’ lack of understanding of the importance of well-managed online information and
reputation, and its impact on Ireland resident consumers’ final decision.
For such, a detailed literature review was carried out to revisit previous authors on
important matters to the present study, such as the decision-making process, consumer behaviour
in the online world, customer journey and the Zero Moment of Truth. For this secondary data study
and comparison, the researched reached out to previous research, journals, books, and reports. To
conclude this quantitative descriptive research, a survey with 20 questions was applied, divided
between close-ended and rating scales, based on the empirical map developed as a reference. A
sample of 152 respondents of the total population took part in the study by answering to all survey
questions. After collecting and cleansing data, descriptive statistics and cross-tabulation were
translated into meaningful information and analysed through the SPSS software provided by IBM.

3.3 Design
Whilst revisiting previous research on the same matters, valuable information was found
and influenced the present study, adding up to it. Regarding the research methods and design, this
paper was based on Creswell (2014), and the research onion by Saunders et al. (2019) that led the
research to be conducted as mono method quantitative and deductive research, using a descriptive
design and a positivist philosophy.
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According to Creswell (2014), the quantitative approach was historically dominating
research in the social sciences field since the late 19th century. This approach is known for testing
objective theories or questions, for which the data is usually collected in numerical form and can
be analysed using statistical procedures (Creswell, 2014). In order to collect this data in numbers
format, a survey should be applied with closed-ended questions and the data analysis proceeded in
a deductive way. Saunders et al. (2019) explains that it is necessary to process the data collected
in order to make it useful and valuable, transforming it into valid information. The best way of
doing a quantitative analysis is by making use of graphs and statistics as to explore, describe and
discuss the data collected and possible trends or relationships observed between the variables
(Saunders et al., 2019).
Still in accordance with Saunders et al. (2019), a research philosophy is a system of beliefs
and assumptions where knowledge develops. After acknowledging different research philosophies
and approaches, to have all the research objectives achieved, the study was carried out with a
positivist philosophy, not only because quantitative research is usually associated with positivism
(Saunders et al., 2019), but also because positivism is known as a research philosophy in which
the researcher is “independent of, and neither affects nor is affected by, the subject of the research”
(Saunders et al., 2019, pp.737).
As to follow the positivism philosophy, a survey was employed as strategy for data
collection in a cross-sectional time horizon. As the present research did not intend to analyse the
influence of specific treatments on outcomes, a survey was applied as opposed to proceeding with
an experimental study. The survey happened in order to allow the study to obtain a numeric
description of the behaviour and opinions of the selected population sample. Also, in accordance
with Saunders et al. (2019), when applying an online survey with a list of close-ended responses,
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it is possible to claim that the researcher values did not influence respondents answering the
questionnaire. In addition, the decision of applying this survey online is part of the data collection
strategy that goes in agreement with a nonprobability sampling strategy.

3.4 Materials and procedure
As previously mentioned on this chapter, the selected method of data collection was a
survey (see full questionnaire in appendix 1). Respondents were asked to self-complete a
questionnaire that was applied online – which is referred to by Saunders et al. (2019) as ‘web
questionnaire’ –, through the Google Forms online platform. Saunders et al. (2019) notes that
questionnaires are one of the most commonly used data collection method related to survey
strategy, and that because respondents are asked to answer exactly the same set of questions, it is
highly efficient before a quantitative analysis. Apart from being part of a convenience sampling
strategy, online surveys also provide the researcher with easier access to data entry and analysis
(Evans and Mathur, 2005). On the top of that, they are quick to carry out, considerably cheaper to
apply, and offer well-considered responses that are also of high quality (Paul N. Hague, 2016).
According to Saunders et al. (2019, pp. 505) it is important to consider the following when
designing a questionnaire: a) careful design of individual questions; b) clear and pleasing visual
presentation; c) lucid explanation of the purpose; d) pilot testing; e) carefully and appropriately
planned and executed delivery and return of completed questionnaires. Still following Saunders et
al. (2019), the two main types of closed questions the researcher selected to work with were:
category, where the respondent is asked to select one answer from a set of categories; and rating,
where respondents are asked to rate between scales. The survey also included one list question,
where respondents were asked to inform two preferred options between the available listed. As to
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provide a deeper understanding on each type of question, category questions are known for being
is useful for collecting data on behaviour or attributes (Saunders et al., 2019, pp. 521); rating
questions are known for the collection of opinion data (Saunders et al., 2019, pp. 523); and list
questions are useful to be sure the respondent has considered all possible responses (Saunders et
al., 2019, pp. 520). The authors (Saunders et al. 2019) still recommend including both positive and
negative statements under the questionnaire’s answers, which helps to ensure respondents are
reading it in a careful manner and evaluating each predetermined answer before getting to choose
it (Saunders et al. 2019).
In what regards construction the questionnaire, the researcher made sure the order the
questions were arranged into would be logical for readers. Running three different trials before
making the research available for valid answers enabled the researcher to filter questions, avoid
repetitiveness on the questionnaire, and understand how respondents would be able to complete it
by following a logical flow and without getting tired. Throughout the questionnaire, the researcher
made sure to only include questions that the sample population could relate to, as respondents tend
to find skipping questions to be annoying (Saunders et al., 2019). A first version of 25 questions
was ran and after realising the questionnaire should not appear to be too long (Saunders et al.,
2019), the survey was then reduced to 20 questions, which were divided into two sections as to
ease the process for the respondent.
As to make it more convenient for both the researcher and the subjects, the survey was
applied online, through a self-completing questionnaire created with Google Forms where all 20
questions (appendix 1) were divided between close-ended and rating scales, and participants could
relate their own experience, opinion, and behaviour by choosing the answer that suited them the
best. According to Dillman et al. (2014), there are three main types of data variable that can be
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measured through questionnaires: factual or demographic; attitudes and opinions; and behaviours
and events. To be able and record those, the survey had both closed-ended and rating scales
questions. The rating questions were distributed between agreement scale, likert scale and
frequency scale; other scales also used in the survey were dichotomous scales (Yes / No), threepoint scale (Do not consider / Might or might not consider / Definitely consider) in accordance
with Brown’s (2010) and Saunders et al. (2019, pp. 527) guides.
Previous studies were used as to base the survey questions for the present research. The
most relevant being Maciulis (2020), where the author goes through a Business to Business (B2B)
customer path analysis to understand the impact of the Zero Moment of Truth on the buying
behaviour for employees that are responsible for purchasing for their companies. In the mentioned
study, the main perspective brough is from customers as being part of a business environment,
therefore keeping a B2B analysis in place. As the aim of the present study was to understand the
customer’s point of view from a Business to Customer (B2C) perspective, Maciulis’ piece of work
(2020) has indeed served as the main reference for the survey questions and variables used to
measure the final results. Maciulis (2020), just as the present study have made use of both closeended questions as well as rating scale questions. Other studies such as Lecinski and Flint (2013)
also provided the researched with important background on the matter of the Zero Moment of
Truth from the perspective of the Asian market, taking into account a very specific sample
population; Hulinder and Sahyzadeh (2021) was of great importance to provide questions and
theorical background with regards to the effects of eWOM on companies. Hulinder and Sahyzadeh
(2021) came as complimentary together with De Maeyer (2012), which was focused on the impact
of online reviews on sales.
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The link for the survey was sent through online platforms to respondents belonging to the
age groups of importance to this study, those being separated into generations X, Y and Z for the
analysis part. It took an average of 3 minutes for each participant to conclude the survey from the
moment they were introduced to the study. Participants were asked to read a brief explanation of
the study before starting the applying to it. Key information and a consent box were provided right
at the beginning of the questionnaire. All 20 questions were mandatory to be answered and in order
to get the link and be able to complete the survey, participants had to be strictly part of the selected
sample population.
Regarding limitations whilst collecting data, the researcher has noticed that if the questions
were narrowed down and focused on a specific product or brand as opposed to asking about
product purchase in general, respondents would find it easier to relate than when on a general view.
In the same way, although the Baby Boomers generation – people over 56 years old – was not of
concern for this research, the researcher could notice that they seemed less interested in taking part
in such a study than other age groups, and it would probably be necessary to reach them some way
else instead of a self-completing online survey.
Cleansing started before participants could fill the questionnaire, by allowing only Ireland
residents to go ahead with it. The collected data were in statistics form and measured by
percentage. The analysis part was carried out with the assistance of IBM SPSS Statistics, statistical
software for the analysis of quantitative data. The data collected was further analysed through
descriptive statistics, also counting on subgroups comparison. The main variable used to analyse
the crossed information was the age, separated by age groups, so it was possible to enhance the
understanding of how each generation behaves regarding different aspects. In addition to the
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primary data collected, a parallel was also made between the present study and previous research
to analyse how consumer behaviour has evolved or changed over time.

3.5 Population and sample
Seeing that the intention of this study was to observe and analyse empirically without
asking subjects to go through a specific treatment, the research was developed in a descriptive
design. To be able and establish associations between variables, a sample of the studied population
was asked to fill up a survey form.
The scope was a population sample of 152 respondents, with no specific qualification
required, but with demographics including characteristics such as internet users and online buyers
who reside in Ireland – regardless of their nationality. The chosen population was formed by online
customers / online buyers living in Ireland, which currently totalizes 3.36m people (Kemp, 2021).
To be able and fine grain the results in a way that it was possible to also cross data and compare
behaviours statistically, the sample population was divided into three age groups that were used as
the main dependent variable for crosstabs: Generation Z, aged 18-24; Generation Y, aged 25-40;
Generation X, aged 41-56 (Beresford Research, no date), where most respondents made part of
Generation Y, aged between 25 and 40 years old. The sample size was reached by calculating the
total population number by the level of accuracy we wanted to achieve. The sample size was
therefore defined by using the sample size calculator provided by Raosoft.com. Regarding the
limitations faced during the study, even though the survey questions were narrowed down to
product purchase only, it was observed that a few respondents have found it difficult to answer the
questionnaire without having a specific product as a reference to base their answers on.
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In what regards sample strategy, according to Creswell (2014) there are two main options:
a) random sample – also referred to as systematic or probabilistic sample – where individuals are
equally probable of being selected; b) non-probability – or convenience – sample, in which
respondents are selected on a convenience/availability basis. Given convenience factors, the
present study was then carried out using a non-probability sampling strategy, and data was
collected through an online survey.

3.6 Research ethics
When conducting survey research, it is highly necessary and important to stay attentive to
ethical issues that might arise throughout the study, but especially data collection since these data
are from people and about people (Punch, cited in Creswell, 2014).
In this study, to anticipate any possible ethical issues, the path taken to conduct the survey
allowed respondents to share their opinion anonymously, therefore disregarding the need of
collecting any type of data that could be used to identify them. As there was no ethnographic,
cultural, or other sensitive information being touched in this study, the main ethical concern was
data protection. As to respect the privacy and anonymity of participants, as per Creswell (2014),
there was no need for respondents to identify themselves or provide any personal data, and no
restricted or confidential data was collected or held in order to analyse and complete the study.
Another action taken was ensuring that all participants were over 18 years old. Furthermore, before
beginning answering the survey, all respondents were requested to provide a confirmation of
consent of voluntarily taking part in this study and sharing their responses for the purpose of
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academic analysis. Participants were also provided with an introduction to the project to ensure
integrity and transparency.
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4. FINDINGS
4.1 Introduction
In this section, findings and analysis of the data collected were discussed in accordance
with Creswell (2014), that states that the literature is to be used deductively as framework to
answer the research questions.
The data was collected through a survey with 20 close-ended or rating scales questions,
applied to 152 respondents. The platform used to create the survey was Google Forms. After
finishing the data collection, all data was treated on SPSS statistical software by IBM, which
allowed the researcher to visualise data in a statistical form, therefore bringing all relevant results
to interpretation.
The one unanticipated event that occurred during the data collection was regarding one of
the questions from the survey, where participants were asked to select two of their main sources
for gathering online information. That caused the final CSV file to group answers, unbaling the
researcher to analyse chosen answers individually on the main analysis software, SPSS. However,
with the results provided by Google Forms, it was possible to see the percentage and counts for
each answer individually. In order to clean the data, all answers were manually checked for
accuracy. It was noted that there were no missing data or doubled information on the raw data
format, which unlabelled any possibility of undermining the research results.

4.2 Results
As seen in Figure 1 below, from a total of 152 respondents, when asked to inform their age
following the age groups available in the survey, those being: aged between 18 and 24 years old,
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belonging to Generation Z; between 25 and 40, from Generation Y; between 41 and 56, belonging
to Generation X; the majority of them (78.9%) belonged to Generation Y – also referred to as
Millennials –, whilst Generation Z had 7.9% of respondents and 13.2% of the total belonged to
Generation X. As the past generations such as Boomers and Post War were not of interest for this
study, although having the option for people aged 56 years old or over, there were no respondents
for that age group.

Figure 1 – Age, divided by age groups

In regard to online shopping frequency and as presented in Figure 2, it was found that
36.8% of users often buy products online, whilst 34.9% will do it sometimes and 17.1% always
shop online. Only 11.2% of respondents said they rarely buy products online.
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Figure 2 – Online shopping frequency

When asked if they have completed an online purchase in the past 12 months, 98.6% of
respondents said ‘yes’ whilst only 1.3% answered it negatively (Figure 3).

Figure 3 – Online purchase in the past 12 months
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When asked in what frequency they search for online information before making a
purchase decision, it was found that 47.4% always search for information online during the Zero
Moment of Truth, whilst 30.3% often do it, 19.7% sometimes do it and only 2.5% people informed
they rarely look up information online prior to purchasing (Figure 4).

Figure 4 – Online information prior to purchase (frequency)

Results have shown that while Generation Y (25-40 years old) and Generation X always
look up online information before purchasing a product – representing 48.3% and 60%
respectively –, Generation Z will often conduct online searches prior to purchase (58.3%). 5% of
Generation Z consumers will rarely search online for information regarding a product (Figure 5).
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Figure 5 – Online search prior to purchase, by age group

Regarding online information consideration prior to purchasing, it was found that 69% of
people definitely consider the information they find online before completing a purchase, whilst
28.9% might or might not consider it and 1.9% do not consider online information prior to purchase
(Figure 6).

Figure 6 – Online information consideration prior to purchasing
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For age groups, when talking about the level that people will consider the information
available online prior to purchasing a product, all age groups studied responded similarly that they
will definitely consider online information before buying a product (Figure 7). On the other hand,
41.6% of GenZ might or might not consider it, followed by 26.6% of GenY respondents and 35%
of GenX. 8.3% GenZ and 1.6% GenY consumers will not consider online information.

Figure 7 – Online information consideration prior to purchase, by age group

When asked about the online search for in-store shopping, Figure 8 below shows that
90.1% of people confirmed that they search for online information also for in-store purchases,
whilst 9.9% does not.
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Figure 8 - Online information search for in-store purchase

Figure 9 shows that 66.7% of GenZ shoppers will search for online information before
buying a product in-store. That number jumps to 92.5% among Generation Y shoppers, and 90%
for GenX.

Figure 9 – Online information search for in-store purchase, by age group
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Not only will users look up information online prior to in-store purchase, but also 95.4%
affirm online information gathered during the Zero Moment of Truth have already influenced their
purchase decision in-store, whilst only 4.6% of people will argue the opposite (Figure 10).

Figure 10 - Online information influenced in-store purchase

When asked if they have changed their mind about buying a product because of information
they found online – including by other users’ generated content –, the vast majority of people
(95.4%) answered to it positively and 4.6% informed that they have never changed their mind
about purchasing a product because of reviews, comments or other information found about it
online (Figure 11).
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Figure 11 - Changed mind due to information found online

In the same way, 96.1% of people informed they have changed their mind because of an
alternative brand or product found while conducting online searches prior to purchase – in the Zero
Moment of Truth –, and 3.9% denied it (Figure 12).

Figure 12 - Changed mind due to alternative brand found online
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When asked to inform how likely the respondents were to purchase a product for which
they can find little or no information online, 42.1% said that they are unlikely to buy such a product
or brand, whilst 18.4% informed they are extremely unlikely. 27.6% of people were neutral about
it whilst 9.9% and 2% are likely and extremely likely, respectively, to buy a product with little or
no information available online (Figure 13).

Figure 13 – Likert scale: product purchase with little or no information available online.

In what regards the main sources used by users to gather information online during the
Zero Moment of Truth, 80.9% of respondents said that Search Engines such as Google, Bing and
others will be one of the most important to them; 48% of people said that the seller’s website such
as Amazon and eBay; Social media channels such as Instagram and YouTube appear as the third
most important sources to users, selected by 41.4% of respondents. Brands or manufacturer’s own
website had 15.8% of answers and 13.8% said Reviews platforms such as Trustpilot, Yelp or other
is one of the most important for them when evaluating a product’s online information (Figure 14).
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Figure 14 - Main sources to gather information online

When asked how many brands people evaluate before making a final purchasing decision,
it was found that 77.6% of all respondents will evaluate between two and three brands, while
11.2% will evaluate four or more and 7.2% will evaluate only one more. 3.9% of the people
responding to the survey said they will not evaluate any other brands (Figure 15).

Figure 15 - Brand evaluation prior to purchasing
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When asked if online reviews and other users comments help them to evaluate new
products, 92.7% people said ‘yes’ while 7.2% said ‘no’ (Figure 16).

Figure 16 - Online reviews help when evaluating new products

Data collected showed that while 35.5% of respondents sometimes share their reviews or
comments about a product after purchase, 31.5% rarely share it. 14.4% confirmed they never share
their reviews and 12.5% often share it, whilst only 5.9% will always share their experience through
online reviews or comments (Figure 17).
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Figure 17 - Frequency of review share after purchase

Still about review’s sharing after purchase, 22.3% of the surveyed people said they are
likely to share reviews regardless of having a good or bad experience with the brand, while 17%
are more likely to share a review when having a positive experience and another 17% likely to
share it when having a negative review. On the other hand, 18% said they are likely to share when
asked to, and another 18% are not likely to share it regardless of their experience. 5.9% informed
they are likely to share a review when receiving a discount or any other incentive to do so (Figure
18).
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Figure 18 - Reason for review share after purchase

In the second section of the survey, respondents were asked to inform their level of
agreement to five presented statements. 58.6% said they agree that they always refer to other users’
generated content and that they crucially affect their purchase decision, while 13.2% strongly agree
to it. 23% of respondents declared to be neutral towards the statement while 4.12% disagree or
strongly disagree with it (Figure 19).

Figure 19 - Users' generated content affect purchase decision
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Over 58% of all age groups respondents agree that they refer to other users’ generated
content to make a purchasing decision (Figure 20).

Figure 20 – Refer to other users’ generated content to make a decision, by age group
On the other hand, when asked to show their level of agreement to the statement ‘I read
online reviews and other content posted by other users, but they do not necessarily impact my
purchase decision’, 49.3% of respondents disagree with it while 10.5% strongly disagree; 13.8%
were neutral and 23% agree with it, while 3.3% strongly agree (Figure 21).

Figure 21 - Users' generated content does not necessarily affect purchase decision
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Easy access to online information will enhance confidence in completing a purchase to
88.8% of respondents – in which 49.3% informed they agree with this statement and 39.5%
strongly agree –, whilst 7.2% people will be neutral towards it and 3.9% will disagree in some
level (Figure 22).

Figure 22 - Easy access to online information enhance confidence in completing a purchase

In what regards easy access to online information as a way of enhancing consumer’s
confidence in buying a product, 83% of GenZ agree in some level that it does – where 33.3%
strongly agree and 50% agree; 92.5% of GenY also agree in some level that accessible online
information will make them more confident in purchasing – 41.6% strongly agree and 50.8%
agree; 70% of GenX consumers agree to some level that confidence in buying a product is
enhanced by being able to easily find information about it online – 30% strongly agree and 40%
agree. 8.33% of Generation Z consumers strongly disagree with it and 5% of Generation X
consumers disagree (Figure 23).
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Figure 23 – Easy access to online information as confidence enhancer, by age group
In the same way, 73.1% agree in some level – 50.7% agree and 22.4% strongly agree – that
information provided on the manufacturer or brand’s own website will make them more confident
about buying a certain product, while 20.4% remained neutral about it and 6.6% disagree in some
level – 4.6% disagree and 2% strongly disagree – (Figure 24).

Figure 24 - Brand's own website information enhance confidence in completing a purchase
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Regarding the brand’s online reputation being a fact of impact on the purchase decision,
86.8% people agree to it in some level – 55.9% agree and 30.9% extremely agree – while 2%
disagree with it in some level – 0.7% disagree and 1.3% strongly disagree. 11.2% of people
remained neutral to it (Figure 25).

Figure 25 - Brand's online reputation impact on purchase decision
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5. DISCUSSIONS
5.1 Introduction
The Zero Moment of Truth as the moment when consumers look up information is also
when they are more susceptible and vulnerable to receive information (Moran et al., 2014). The
present research investigated how important consumers find online information to be, especially
prior to purchasing a product. As to base the study and to be able to investigate that, previous
research had a key role in the development of this study as they paved the way for an understanding
regarding the business perspective over the importance of managing brand’s online information,
as well as studies that aborded themes such as the importance the customer journey, consumer
behaviour, the importance of eWOM, brand’s online reputation, online reviews management and
so forth. To provide a better understanding from the customer perspective regarding the same
matter, this study focused on collecting consumers’ opinions about the information they find online
when experiencing the Zero Moment of Truth and its importance and impact on their final
purchasing decision. As Kotler, Kartajaya, and Setiawan (2016) argue that although being highly
important, the device connectivity is the most basic level of connectivity. The next level is what
they call experiential connectivity, that uses the Internet to deliver a much superior customer
experience – and that is one of the most important points this study is trying to highlight
throughout.
In an analytic and logical manner, this chapter focused on discussing the results and
findings presented in the previous section. The purpose was to interpret their significance
concerning the research problem investigated. For such, this section goes through a brief overview
of the findings by correlating them with previous research and other findings presented in the
literature review. To conclude the section, the limitations of the study were described.
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5.2 Demographics
Age groups surveyed represented the generations Z (18-24 years old), Y (25-40 years old)
and X (40-56 years old), as per the definition provided by Beresford Research (no date). Since this
survey focused on a broad spectrum of online consumers, regardless of gender, that information
was not collected from respondents. However, as we intended to better understand the online
behaviour of consumers living in Ireland, it was determined that the population and therefore the
population sample should include exclusively Ireland residents. Similar studies were already
conducted in other markets such as Brazil (Krewer et al., 2016) and Turkey (Ertemel and Peyk,
2018), for instance. As opposed to many previous studies that investigated the ZMOT for services
such as the hospitality sector – for instance: D’Arco, Marino, and Resciniti (2020) –, the present
study was focused on investigating how consumers behave during the ZMOT before purchasing a
product, but no specific product consumption was selected for the survey.

5.3 Key findings
Although Irish SMEs already understood how vital it is for a business to be also available
online (Duggan, 2016), they still seem to lack understanding of the importance of well-managed
online information. As to try and resolve this problem investigated by the researcher, the present
study was conducted based on one main question: ‘to what extent do consumers consider brands’
information available online during the ZMOT?’. When analysing the key findings, it is important
to remember that the Zero Moment of Truth is the moment people go online to search for
information before they buy a specific product or service, regardless of the sources they use to
gather that information – search engines, reviews, brand’s own website and so forth. As to guide
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the research to achieve the research objectives, the data collected also aimed at answering the subquestions mentioned earlier in this study. To have those questions answered in a meaningful way,
a survey was conducted with the sample population. The results analysis was divided into the subtopics below, as to affirm predicted outcomes or to refute them. The organisation of contents was
focused on bringing discussions and research objectives together in a logical sequence leading to
the next chapter where conclusions were drawn.

5.4 Search engine use prior to product purchase
One of the objectives of this study was to understand customers’ online behaviour prior to
buying a product. As consumers increasingly rely on information available online when making a
purchase decision (De Maeyer, 2012), results have shown that only 2.6% of people will rarely
search for online information before purchasing a product, as opposed to 47% of them that will
always do it. This result, therefore, supports a previous survey (Lecinski, 2011) that affirms that
50% of shoppers in the U.S search for information online when considering purchasing a specific
product. The results also go in accordance with another study focused on the Lithuanian market
(Maciulis, 2020) in which it was found that 39.2% of buyers will always firstly search on the
internet when evaluating a new product, and 44.6% will always analyse information online before
contacting a product vendor.
When asked about the main sources used to gather online information regarding a product
or brand before completing a purchase, 80.9% of respondents said search engines. This result is
supported by a previous study by Maciulis (2020) in which 76.9% of respondents signalized search
engines to be one of the most effective channels when evaluating a product to buy. The same study
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also shows that 85.4% of buyers will evaluate between 2 and 3 competing brands before the final
decision, which supports the present study’s result in which 77.6% of participants agreed to the
same answer.
Findings support previous theories and studies such as Lecinski (2011), De Maeyer (2012)
and Macilius (2020) that conducted investigations under the same behavioural topic, therefore
clarifying that a brand’s information available through online search engines have great influence
on the buyer final decision – concluding RO2. That also confirms the RQ2 predicted outcome that
brands' information available online highly impact the purchasing decision of Ireland resident
consumers.

5.5 Online reputation and reviews
Online recommendations have high significance since consumers tend to turn to their peers
and to various forms of other user-generated content to evaluate a purchase decision (Ertemel and
Basci, 2015), regularly preferring to seek out views of other experienced peers as opposed to
marketing communications (Morron et al., 2014). Findings from the present study support those
arguments by showing that 92.8% of respondents agree that reviews and other users’ generated
content help them decide when evaluating new products, while 71.8% of respondents agree to
some extent that other users generated crucially affect their purchase decision. That also supports
the data previously presented by Lecinski (2011) where 84% of American citizens confirm they
look at product reviews before making a purchase, also supporting more up to date studies (Pew
Research Center, 2020) that show that 93% of American shoppers look up online reviews before
buying a new product or service.
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However, Sun (cited in De Maeyer, 2012, p.135) states that “highly dissatisfied or highly
satisfied consumers are the most likely to post a review” which the results show no significance to
since only 22.4% informed that they are always likely to share a review, regardless of having a
positive or negative experience. For the same question, 17.8% of respondents said they are more
likely to share a review when having a positive experience, while 17.1% said they will share it
when having a negative experience. Only 5.9% of respondents said they are more likely to review
a product when receiving a discount or other incentive to do so, which slightly refute Aiken’s
(2016) argument that there is effectiveness in offering customers a reward in exchange for a
‘favour’ – as in encouraging customers to share a review by giving them an extra discount, for
instance –, which suggests a research gap.
Hulinder and Sahyzadeh (2021) argue that a brand's online image can affect consumers’
willingness to purchase, which is supported by the results showing that over 95% of consumers
have already changed their mind about buying a product because of reviews, opinions, or other
information found about it online. 86% of users agree to some extent that online reputation can
directly impact their purchase decision, which supports previous research that found that reputation
has a positive significance on consumers’ emotion and decrease their sense of perceived risk in
purchasing (Kim and Lennon, 2012). The present study also found that a sum of 60.5% of
consumers are unlikely or extremely unlikely to buy a product for which they can find little or no
information available online, which is supported by a Trustpilot’s (2019) report that presents that
only 9.3% of people would trust a business with zero reviews, whilst nearly 60% would trust a
company with at least one review.
Thus, when going back to analyse RO3 that aimed on investigating the importance of
online reputation and customer-generated content on the consumer final decision, it is possible to
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conclude that Ireland resident consumers see a high importance degree on brands' online reputation
and reviews for their purchase decision.

5.6 Online search, in-store purchase
One of this study’s objective was to investigate the impact of information available online
for in-store purchase. According to Byron (2011), in-store sales begin at home. But when in store,
42% of consumers also conduct online searches, and from those, 64% use search engines to
conduct the research (Google, Ipsos MediaCT and Sterling Brands, 2014). That is supported by
data from the present study that shows that 90% of respondents search information online for
products they plan to buy in-store. That behaviour is referred to as webrooming3 and the results
also support a study brought forward by Wolny and Charoensuksai (2014) in which it was found
that customers will conduct price and product comparisons to help them evaluate purchasing
options. Results show that 95.4% of respondents agree that online information has already
influenced their purchase decision in-store. That result supports not only the arguments from the
previously mentioned study by Wolny and Charoensuksai (2014), but also a report provided by
Trustpilot (2019) that shows that 77.5% of shoppers will use the internet to compare prices across
multiple sellers. Furthermore, results go in agreement with Ertemel and Peyk (2018) that the
ZMOT is a powerful tool that allows businesses to impact and influence customers before the store
moments.

3

“Consumer behaviour where the research is conducted online on a stationary or mobile device, but the product is
purchased in-store” (Philips, cited in Wolny and Charoensuksai, 2014, pp. 318)
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The results not only go in accordance with Kotler, Kartajaya, and Setiawan (2016) that
argues that most customers search for online information when shopping in-store, but it also offers
a positive outcome to RO4, showing that information available online will also impact in-store
purchase decisions.

5.7 The ZMOT and the customer purchasing decision
By analysing the results of the survey employed for this study, it is possible to understand
the Zero Moment of Truth and its importance for the current customer online behaviour regarding
the final purchasing decision. Results have shown that 47.4% of respondents always look up
information online before deciding what to buy, while another 30.3% often does it. In a study
provided by Lecinski and Flint (2013), it was found that the main sources used by shoppers when
making a purchase in Korea back in 2012 were: 39% search engine; 28% product, brand review
or comparison sites; 18% manufacturer or brand website. Considering that the present research is
focused on the Irish market and that online behaviour could also possibly be environmentally
impacted (Oxford Economics, 2021), results have shown a possible change in behaviour over time.
Whilst people going onto search engines to gather information remains the majority (80.9%), the
results point out that the second most used source is now the seller’s website (48%) and the third
most used are social media channels (41.4%).
As found by a Google Inc (2015) survey, 90% of smartphone users are not certain of the
brand they want to buy from when they start looking up information online and more than 50%
have discovered a new company or product when searching or comparing a product online. That
supports the results found in the present research, where 96.1% of participants said they have
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already changed their mind about buying a product because of alternative brands found when
searching online for a specific product. On the top of that, such factors as availability, comparison,
ease and accessibility have been fundamental for the current buyer behaviour (Krewer et al., 2016),
which is supported by the results showing that 88.8% of respondents agree to some level that
having easy access to online information about a product will make them more confident in
completing a purchase.
But consumers’ opinions are also highly valuable for this process, seeing that sharing brand
or product experience through online reviews or comments is a crucial element in the new digital
consumer decision-making journey (Moran et al., 2014), therefore making customer communities
even more powerful (Kotler, Kartajaya, and Setiawan, 2016). De Maeyer (2012) affirms that
consumers-generated reviews have a tendency to be more relevant than information provided by
the manufacturers, which may be somehow refuted by the present survey where over 70% of
participants agree to some extent that information provided on the manufacturer or brand’s own
website enhance their confidence in buying a certain product. However, there were no questions
aiming at comparing both sources to understand consumers’ preference between the two of them,
which suggests a research gap that could be relevant for further investigation.
Therefore, data collected and analysed through the survey has shown consistency on what
regards the importance of Zero Moment of Truth for the consumer purchase decision, as earlier
stated on RO1. The results also support most of the literature earlier reviewed in this paper, such
as Lecinski (2011), Kotler, Kartajaya, and Setiawan, (2016), Ertemel and Peyk (2018), De Maeyer
(2012) and Maciulis (2020).
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5.8 Generations behaviour during the ZMOT
The purchasing process can differ according to participants' ages behaviour (Ertemel and
Peyk, 2018) where age and life stage also influence the decision-making process (Lappeman et al.,
2021). To support that, the present study used crossed data comparing age groups against online
behaviour traits, finding out that whilst only 16.6% of GenZ respondents often search online prior
to purchasing a product, 48.3% of GenY said they always do it while the number roars to 60% for
GenX. Over 90% of respondents from generations Y and X similarly agree that they do look up
information prior to in-store purchases as well, while for Generation Z the number drops to 66%
with also a rate of 33% that affirm that they do not do it. In the same way, it was found that over
65% of respondents from GenX and GenZ definitely consider online information prior to purchase.
Meanwhile, GenZ accounts for 50% of those who definitely consider it and another 41.6% that
might or might not consider online information before buying a product, and on the other hand,
15% of Generation X respondents disagree on some level that other users’ generated content
crucially affects their purchase decision whilst that number drops to 4.1% for Generation Y
participants.
The results discussed above show that all three generations studied in this research – GenX,
GenY and GenZ – tend to behave differently during the Zero Moment of Truth. That therefore
offers a positive outcome to RO5, as well as it clarifies how each age group will behave towards
specific tasks they perform during the process of evaluating a product to purchase. Results are
show similarities to previous research such as Avesta, Valeria and Dalia (2021), whilst it supports
Krewer et al. (2016) and Smalej (2017).
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6. CONCLUSIONS
6.1 Strengths
Based on the results provided by the survey, the conclusion of this research is that the
brands’ information found online by consumers are of great impact for their final purchase
decision. The results provide practical insight on the customer point of view in regard to what
online information they value the most when conducting searches, during the Zero Moment of
Truth. Apart from understanding the information consumers value the most when experiencing the
Zero Moment of Truth, this study also provided a review of the sources consumers and potential
customers trust the most when gathering information regarding a brand or product. Extra
information such as the frequency of completing online purchases as well as a review of the amount
of people who completed one or more online searches in the past 12 months, shows a realistic
trend that is of great significance for the Irish market and go in accordance with previous studies
for the same or previous period of time. This type of information shows its strength by being
valuable and able to be used as to base marketing strategies focused on digital platforms. All data
here analysed may positively impact SMEs’ view on the importance of online information on the
customer’s final decision and therefore provide smaller companies with valuable data that can be
used as reference for improvement for their online strategies. Analytical data and important
statistics regarding consumer behaviour are also positive outcomes of this study for both
practitioners and academics who wish to investigate this topic further. This study and its results
provide the digital marketing field with the most up-to-date tendencies of online consumer
behaviour, especially for the Irish market. The good response rate when applying the survey comes
out as another strength and thus, providing a decent representation of the sample population.
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Nevertheless, all findings may be used not only to improve the effectiveness in
management of brands’ information available online, but also to show the importance of building
trustworthy relationships with customers. The research will enable brands, marketers, and future
researchers to understand consumers’ online behaviour prior to buying a product, as well as it will
clarify to what extent a brand’s information available online impact the buyer final decision. The
results have shown that consumers highly consider the brand’s online reputation when evaluating
their final decision, and different age groups will show different behaviour patterns during the Zero
Moment of Truth. With this, companies and academics will be able to use the present research to
enhance the effectiveness of their digital marketing strategies. This research will also provide
researchers with a better understanding of the Zero Moment of Truth, details of the current
shapeless customer journey and their importance on the current customer online behaviour
regarding the final purchasing decision.

6.2 Future research
Not only will online information shape online shopping decisions, but it also have some
impact on the brick-and-mortar purchase decision. For that reason, future researchers should focus
on investigating the impact of ZMOT for in-store shopping and try to identify important behaviour
traits that shapes consumer decision for that type of purchase.
As the age groups investigated on this study did not include neither under 18 nor over 56
years old people, further investigations including those age groups could be of great interest and
importance for the market, therefore suggested as a gap to be filled with future research.
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Furthermore, as this research was not focused on investigating how consumers differently
weight the relevance between information provided by user-generated content as opposed to
information provided by the manufacturer or brands’ own website, for instance, that leaves a gap
that might be of relevance for further investigation in the field.

6.3 Implications
This research provides both SMEs and marketers with a better understanding of the
importance of a brand’s well-managed online information, and the importance level it has for the
customer’s Zero Moment of Truth as well as its impact on their final purchase decision. The results
of this study not only allow a deeper understanding of that matter but also offers clarification on
what is important for the current customer behaviour, including how those preferences might differ
for distinct generations. By being more attentive to the types of content and information that really
matters for consumers in the online environment, companies have a clearer background for better
shaped digital marketing strategies. That may lead to improved relationships between brands and
customers, as well as it provides opportunities for businesses to positively reach their target
audience and consequently increase sales.

6.4 Limitations
The key limitation of this research was having the majority of participants belong to the
same age group (Generation Y, aged between 25 and 40 years old). Another limitation encountered
was that, since the survey was employed by convenience sampling strategy, it resulted in the
majority of respondents being Dublin residents. For that reason, results may be generalized to a
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limited extent but since the aim of the research was to understand the Irish market in general
regardless of the nationality or specific location of respondents, these limitations did not inhibit or
undermine the findings and results of the present study.
Furthermore, a possible design flaw observed later in the survey was that respondents were
not asked to inform or confirm their residency state when filling the questionnaire form. That
would serve to prevent people living abroad to take part in the study. But since the survey was
directly sent out to all respondents, making sure they were residing in Ireland, it is understood that
missing this field did not impact the overall results whatsoever.
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7. APPENDIX
7.1 Appendix 1 – questionnaire
Survey - Online search prior to product purchase decision
Consent Form
This survey is part of a research study submitted in partial fulfillment for the degree of MSc Digital
Marketing at Dublin Business School. Our aim is to understand how people residing in Ireland
(regardless of their nationalities) behave when conducting online searches prior to purchasing a
product online or in-store, and how the information they find impact their final decision. For such,
you will be asked to answer all questions based on your own experience. The survey typically
takes around 3 minutes to be completed, and the data collected does not contain or require any
personal information and will be used for scholarly purposes only.
❑ I confirm that I voluntarily agree to participate in this research study.

1- How old are you?
o
o
o
o

Between 18 and 24 years old
Between 25 and 40 years old
Between 41 and 56 years old
56+ years old

2- How often do you buy products online?
o
o
o
o
o

Never
Rarely
Sometimes
Often
Always

3- Have you completed one or more online purchases in the past 12 months?
o Yes
o No
4- How often do you look up information online before deciding what to buy?
o
o
o
o
o

Never
Rarely
Sometimes
Often
Always

5- How much do you consider the information you find online before completing a
purchase?
o Do not consider
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o Might or might not consider
o Definitely consider
6- Do you also lookup information online for products you plan to buy in-store?
o Yes
o No
7- Has the online information you gathered about a product ever influenced your purchase
decision in-store?
o Yes
o No
8- Have you ever changed your mind about buying a product because of reviews, opinions
or other information you found about it online?
o Yes
o No
9- Have you ever changed your mind about buying a product because you found an
alternative/competing brand when searching online?
o Yes
o No
10- How likely are you to buy a product for which you can find little or no information online?
o
o
o
o
o

Not likely at all
Unlikely
Neutral
Likely
Extremely likely

11- On average, how many competing brands will you evaluate before the final decision of
purchasing?
o
o
o
o

None
Only 1
Between 2 and 3
4 or more

12- What are the main sources you use to gather online information regarding a product or
brand? Choose ONLY the 2 most important to you:
❑
❑
❑
❑
❑

Search engines – Google, Bing, Yahoo or other
Reviews platforms – Trustpilot, Yelp, Reviews.io or other
Social media channels – Facebook, Instagram, YouTube or other
Brand’s own website
Seller's website – Amazon, eBay, Shopify or other

13- Do online reviews and other users’ comments help you to decide when evaluating new
products?
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o Yes
o No
14- How often do you share your review or comments about a product after purchase?
o
o
o
o
o

Never
Rarely
Sometimes
Often
Always

15- When are you more likely to share your review or comments about a product after
purchase?
o
o
o
o
o
o

When having a positive experience
When having a negative experience
Always likely to share, regardless of having a positive or negative experience
When receiving a discount or any other incentive to share my review
When I am asked to
Not likely to share

Read and indicate how much you agree with the following statements:
"I always refer to other users' generated content (reviews, posts, comments, etc) and they
crucially affect my purchase decision".
o
o
o
o
o

Strongly disagree
Disagree
Neutral
Agree
Strongly agree

"I read online reviews and other content posted by other users, but they do not necessarily
impact my purchase decision".
o
o
o
o
o

Strongly disagree
Disagree
Neutral
Agree
Strongly agree

“Easy access to online information about a product or brand makes me feel more confident
in completing my purchase".
o
o
o
o
o

Strongly disagree
Disagree
Neutral
Agree
Strongly agree
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“Information provided on the manufacturer or brand's own website makes me more
confident about buying a certain product”.
o
o
o
o
o

Strongly disagree
Disagree
Neutral
Agree
Strongly agree

“A product or brand's online reputation directly impacts on my purchase decision”.
o
o
o
o
o

Strongly disagree
Disagree
Neutral
Agree
Strongly agree
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